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Onis

Onis is a program for medical professionals that displays DICOM images. The program supports a variety of different file formats and can read up to 800 objects per image. With the additional database that contains all the medical information and the possibility to create a local server it also works as an organizer and can be used as a medical GPS.
It is intended for doctors, nurses, dentists, pathologists, and medical students and other researchers. From the program you can browse the database, add files and display images and the supporting data. The program supports compression and decompression functions and it is ideal for any kind of medical image. A comprehensive medical ERP. The
program was created to help doctors, nurses, dentists, and medical students perform their jobs efficiently and to help hospitals and laboratories handle multiple tasks that are involved in the distribution and delivery of medical services. The application is designed to add, remove, edit, maintain, and generate records at the front-end and system level.
The core of the application is a database that has been designed to accommodate reports, records, prescriptions, treatment information, forms, laboratory results, and images. The application has a search function that can be used to find records and has built-in security features that help you to control the access to your data. Onis provides doctors and
other medical professionals with a broad set of features that allow you to track the performance of your employees and the status of your service. All data in the database can be displayed in various reports, charts, graphs, and other documents that are created with just a few clicks. The system supports a large number of reports, forms, and charts that
include the list of patients, staff, forms, and pre-printed forms. You can create a new form, edit one that is already there, add new forms, and place the form on the patient’s chart. Customers are also able to define their own tags and use them to search their database in various ways. The tags can be assigned to records, forms, and patients. The
program also supports text templates that make your workflow more efficient. When opening a file you can apply the template and all the necessary data will appear at once. The system is mobile so when you are working with the application at home it is easy to review the files that were created while you were on the road. The program supports
importing and exporting functions and works in the same way on any connected computer that has a browser. The application is available in

Onis Torrent For Windows

Viewing medical imagery requires special software that can decode all the information available in the medical files. Onis For Windows 10 Crack is such an application that can display DICOM format files. The program is a viewer with multiple functions apart from showing the medical images, such as creating a local server so that the files can be
retrieved by clients connected to the network. Adding new files Onis can import single images or entire directories and save them in a local database that can be accessed easily. From the main application window you can switch between the database and the viewing area. Each of the entries in the database are accompanied by details about the patient,
from ID, birthdate, age, sex, scan method and the targeted body part to the name of the institution that did the scanning and the number of images available. Work with the scan image The actual viewing area also is quite flexible and apart from allowing the user to run the series of images as a slideshow it also includes various annotation stools that
can help with the interpretation of the scan. Among them is a measuring tool and the possibility to calculate various angles with just a couple of clicks. Additional annotation options include drawing shapes (ellipse, arrow, polygon) that can draw attention to specific parts of the picture. A better view of the scan or of a particular part can be achieved
by changing the rendering filters and by enabling the scope function that zooms into a specific area on the screen. Conclusion Onis is designed for a particular segment of the market but even if you are not in the medical field working with the application is a simple job as new, easy to understand functions can be uncovered as you navigate through
the application. Technical medical knowledge is required to be able to enjoy the full potential of the program, though. Technical features DICOM images are supported Works with both S3 and Giga-byte-order storage systems Technical highlights Intuitive interface Handy tool for anatomy and radiology Simple interface with simple codes Diverse
content Sync Get the free version of Onis Premium. It includes limited number of images and is only for educational purposes. Written by admin The domain name www.onis.com uses the TLD (Top Level Domain).com. Many people prefer that domain name and often use that domain name in a search engine to find the exact web address that they
want to visit. Those who like the domain name 6a5afdab4c
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More than a DICOM viewer, Onis allows you to look at and print any type of DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) file. With the same interface, Onis can also act as a server in order to provide on-demand access to your DICOM files. Onis supports EBC (Electronic Business Communication) standard, which can be used to
send DICOM files to any other equipment that supports the standard. You can add new files in Onis using the built-in Import facility and there are also options to automatically keep track of the DICOM files that have been added. You can use Onis to view and print any DICOM files or you can create your own server and use it to access your
DICOM files from multiple computers. When viewing a series of DICOM files, Onis can display an internal slide show with some basic characteristics. You can also use Onis to look at or print a specific series of files by setting up a filter to display the series. Onis enables you to add or move files between two databases. There is even a button in the
Add/Delete panel to switch between the two, which is helpful when viewing images on a computer and you want to continue working on other files. Onis enables you to add a header to the top of your DICOM files. You can use the built-in zooming tool, change the background color and even add your own text. You can also use the scrolling feature
to advance to the next and previous image in the series, which can be very convenient when you are viewing a series of DICOM files. Using the built-in Measure tool in Onis is a simple way of calculating the distance between two points or angles on the DICOM image. You can simply select two points and the Measure tool will automatically calculate
the difference. You can also use the built-in angle tool and create an arrow or an ellipse. Your annotation tools in Onis include creating polylines and filling it with color. You can use any color you like, although the default color will be white. You can also draw a rectangle or a circle by creating a polygon of any number of sides. A feature that allows
you to switch back to the previous image by simply tapping the screen on the backside of the image. The Scope tool can be used to zoom in on specific parts of the image that you are interested in. This

What's New In?

View your medical images. Download and view DICOM and MultiFrame (FAST) images. View photos, and X-ray movies. You can combine different images to build models of the anatomy. Define the dimensions and centers of the areas to be examined. Show colorization and annotations on images. Show patient's details. Annotate images. You can
use Onis server to share your pictures with your colleagues. They do not need to have Onis on their computer. Onis is a simple and easy to use medical image viewer. It is compact and fast. Onis is a simple and easy to use medical image viewer, with multiple functions. It was designed by a developer to be a viewer, with DICOM and MultiFrame
images and with the ability to import and download new images. After your download is finished Onis will import all of your medical files to its local database. The program also has a network server that enables you to share images with your colleagues. Onis can display photos, X-rays, scans and MRI scans. Viewable images consist of color pictures
and masks. You can define three levels of detail in 3D. Besides the above Onis is an application for creating your own medical records. In addition to the basic window it comes with an editing panel. It has a timeline that enables you to define the time and events that should be included in a session. It is designed to work with DICOM and FAST series
and supports 16-bit and 8-bit data. There is a window to run the file as a slide show and to define the speed of the transition between the images. The program can export the images to JPEG, GIF, TIFF, and PNG. Onis is a program that can be used to analyze any scans. There is a measuring tool and angle calculator. After opening the file Onis will
decide if there are multiple sequences or a single image. The size of each image can be modified in a couple of clicks. You can adjust the brightness, contrast, gamma, and exposure. You can switch to luminosity and depth of field. You can also view the images in a non-sequential mode. The window can be moved to show another part of the image or
you can drag the edges. You can rotate the image or view it from different angles. There
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System Requirements For Onis:

LATEST REVISION: Feb 7, 2014 Here is our guide on how to improve various aspects of SkyUI, such as the performance, visual quality, and stability of the game. These improvements are based on users’ feedback and comments on several forums and on our discussion forums. Please note that these improvements are not yet complete and may only
be partially implemented. We hope to make them all as soon as possible, but please keep in mind that they do take a bit of time and effort. Finally, a list of possible future improvements is
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